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The collection and retrieval of patent publications is a critical component of a 
company's intellectual property strategy and, quite suitably, becomes work done 
by a specialist. Within many organisations, patent information specialists have 
the responsibility for determining how patent information is best made available 
and how it is best used within their organisations in a strategic manner. 
 
In addition to technical literature, books and conferences / seminars, patents are a 
very important source of information for managers, scientists and technicians 
involved in research, development, and in bringing forward new products and 
processes. Indeed 80% of what is published in patents is not published elsewhere. 
 
Successful innovation is thus inseparable from the proper use of patent 
information, both concerning the legal-patent aspects as well as the technical-
scientific aspects of the innovation process. However, the use of patent 
information is often far from optimal for the following reasons: 

 
• the lack of knowledge with the material, on one hand with the scope/meaning 

of the protection rights and, on the other hand, with the accessibility and 
retrievability of necessary information  
 

• patent accessibility is very specific and deviates substantially from other 
kinds of publications  
 

• the technical-legal language in patent publications is not aimed generally at 
disclosing scientific information.  

 
Dutch based GO opleidingen organizes this training program in which these 
challenges will be addressed. The training is organised under auspices of Dutch 
Patent Information User Group (WON). 
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Who should attend: participants must have at least a bachelor degree in a 
technical-scientific discipline. During the training there 
is frequent use of the Internet. Participants are 
expected to have some experience of this medium. 

 
Examination: The training concludes with an examination that is 

overseen by the exchange examining board of GO 
opleidingen.    

 
Certificate: Candidates who pass the examination will receive an 

official certificate, registered with a governing body, 
Stichting Post-HBO in the Netherlands. 

 
About WON  WON is an association of patent information specialists 

from companies and institutes. WON members are 
responsible for the professional and efficient use of 
patent information in their companies or organizations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
COURSE CURRICULUM 

 

WON's objectives are: 
- to improve the accessibility of 

patent publications distributed 
by the national offices 

- to improve the accessibility of 
patent information stored in 
databases 

- to enhance the professional 
knowledge of patent information 
specialists  

- to diffuse the knowledge of 
patents and patent information 
to persons interested 

- to share experiences on the 
national and international level 

To reach its objectives, WON: 
- organizes meetings at least twice 

per year; during these meetings 
members share their experiences 
and professional guest speakers 
are invited regularly 

- publishes a newsletter, 
containing news, tips and 
background information related 
to national and international 
topics 

- participates in events to present 
information to the public 
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Module 1: Patent legal aspects and patent legislation 
At the end of the course, students will know about: 
 
 the different industrial property rights in different countries; 
 the requirements that a patent has to meet; 
 the requirements for maintaining and exploiting a patent; 
 the patent grant process in all the major countries and the essential aspects of this 

procedure that are needed in order to make an investigation. 
 
End terms: 
 
 the student is capable of independently translating a request for information into a search 

query in a patent database and knows how to use the correct retrieval techniques; 
 the student is capable of independently selecting the correct database(s) to retrieve 

information; 
 the student has knowledge of the structure, content, possibilities, limitations and cost 

aspects of the different patent databases; 
 the student is capable of independently finding status information in the relevant 

databases; 
 the student is aware of other resources where relevant information can be found; 
 the student knows how and where different documents can be found in full or abstract 

form; 
 the student knows a few commercial providers of patent databases. 
 
 
Module 2: Patent documents and their accessibility 
At the end of the course, the student has knowledge of the contents, structure and accessibility 
of patent documents, so that they 
 
 can make a contents analysis of a document; 
 have knowledge of general classification techniques; 
 have global knowledge of word systems (keywords / thesauruses); 
 have knowledge of different patent classifications; 
 have knowledge of different retrieval techniques. 
 
 
 
 
End terms: 
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 the student is capable of analysing the content of different sections of a patent document 
and is capable of making a short description of it and knows the value of each of these 
sections; 

 the student has a global knowledge of key word systems and thesauruses in order to use 
these as retrieval possibilities; 

 the student can, on the basis of a contents analysis, check in which IPC class a document 
should be filed and can find the corresponding US class, Derwent class and ECLA; 

 the student has a global knowledge of the possibilities for searching for information with 
the aid of Boolean operators and truncation. 

 
 
Module 3: Retrieval and distribution of patent literature 
The student has knowledge of classification and distribution techniques of patent literature on 
the basis of the customer’s information needs so that: 
 
 they can translate the customer’s query into patent research; 
 they are aware of the different possibilities of document delivery systems; 
 they are aware of external patent databank hosts. 
 
End terms: 
 
 the student is capable of independently translating a request for information into a search 

query in a patent database and knows how to use the correct retrieval techniques; 
 the student is capable of independently selecting the correct database(s) to retrieve 

information; 
 the student has knowledge of the structure, content, possibilities, limitations and cost 

aspects of the different patent databases; 
 the student is capable of independently finding status information in the relevant 

databases; 
 the student is aware of other resources where relevant information can be found; 
 the student knows how and where different documents can be found in full or abstract 

form; 
 the student knows a few commercial providers of patent databases. 
 
 
Module 4: Approaches for several kinds of patent search 
The student can estimate what research is necessary in a given situation and the value of the 
information that they have to find. They can implement the search and report on it: 
 
 they know different types of searches; 
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 they can make a link between the type of search and relevant sources, and is aware of their 
shortcomings and search possibilities; 

 they can independently select sources that are necessary for the requested search; 
 they can report the results in relation to the type of search; 
 they have insight in the right way of interpreting the information found in relation to the 

question asked; 
 they have insight into the customer’s information needs by holding preliminary talks. 
 
End terms: 
 
 the student knows how to start a search in a relatively unknown field of technology 

because they know how to find keywords and synonyms, and the corresponding 
classification; 

 they are aware of the different patent searches for novelty and patentability, opposition 
and legality, technology overviews and for patent breach, release; 

 they know about the different bibliographical searches via patent application and grant 
codes, via patent holders and applicants, similarities and patent families, via citations and 
cited and patents’ legal status; 

 
 
Examination 
 
The Modules 1 to 4 are mainly concentrated on searching and interpreting Patent 
Information. In many companies it is necessary to generate a report after a novelty search to 
give the client a conclusion about the novelty of the invention and the chances to obtain a 
patent for the specific invention. This report is of high importance and can be used as a basis 
for further decisions.  For example, a novelty search report can potentially be used to influence 
the direction of ongoing research projects. 
 
As a final examination of this training course you have to perform a novelty search on a 
subject of your choice. For the novelty search, we shall expect you to spend about 40 hours 
including searching, interpreting and reporting the results. 
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TRAINERS PROFILE 
 

AALT VAN DE KUILEN  
 
Aalt is co-founder and teacher at the GO-Institute for the training course for 
Patent Information Specialists (PIS). After being the driving force behind the 
founding of a European Confederacy for Patent Information Users in March 
2008 he has been elected as first President of the organization called CEPIUG 
(Confederation of the EU-user groups). Aalt van de Kuilen is also a member of 
the IPI-Award selection board, for the selection of the prestigious yearly 
assigned IPI Award. He is also on the board of Counselors for the IPIConfex and 
a member of the Advisory Board of Dutch “Octrooigilde”, advising the Dutch 
Patent Office for promoting IP-awareness. 
 
Aalt van de Kuilen joined Solvay on 1st April 1980 as a chemist at the age of 23. 
In 1993 he moved to the Patent Department of Solvay Pharmaceuticals and 
received training as a Patent Information Specialist. He was leading the Global 
Patent Information team, divided over three sites in Hannover (DE), Dijon (FR) 
and Weesp (NL) with 6 patent searchers. In February 2010 Solvay 
Pharmaceuticals has been acquired by Abbott and the Weesp site is renamed to 
Abbott Healthcare Products B.V. 
 
 
BART VAN WEEZENBEEK  
 
Bart is a patent attorney with a technical background in biotechnology. He has 
spent the first part of his career as a researcher in the pharmaceutical industry, 
where he then made a move into IP. From there he went on as patent 
information specialist, further qualifying as patent attorney and legal counsel, 
being active also in a small biotech company and finally in private practice. 
 
Next to his day-to-day work involving mainly patent activities, but also 
experience in trademarks and designs, he has also been heavily involved in 
training activities, such as 
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 trainings to prepare for the European Qualifying Examination for patent 
attorneys, 

 tutoring at the IPKM masters course in IP in the University of Maastricht 
and 

 educating patent information specialists both in The Netherlands and in 
India, 

 organising and speaking at seminars for patent professionals. 
  
Finally he has extensive legal experience, as a legal counsel in writing contracts, 
but also as a deputy justice sitting in panels at the Appeals Court in The Hague, 
as a member of the Disciplinary Board of Appeal of the European Patent 
Office, as a member of the Disciplinary Council of the Dutch Order of Patent 
Attorneys, and in writing annotations for the Kluwer’s IP database. 
 
 
STEPHEN ADAMS  
 
Stephen Adams is the Managing Director at Magister Ltd., an independent 
consultancy which provides a range of services to the scientific and technical 
information community, concentrating in the field of patents 
documentation. Before founding Magister Ltd in 1997, he worked for the UK 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food, later for Pira International, and was 
the principal patent searcher for ICI Agrochemicals (later Zeneca 
Agrochemicals). Stephen has a B.Sc. degree in Chemistry, and an M.Sc. in 
Information Science from The City University, London, UK. 

 
Stephen is also on the editorial board of World Patent Information, The 
International Journal for Industrial Property Documentation, Information, 
Classification and Statistics. 
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